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Susannah Donaldson’s life is split between unravelling her grandfather’s history and
searching for her own happiness with a series of unsuitable men. 

She has not had an easy life, the selfishness of her mother has seen to that. As a 23 year
old widow with four unwanted children, her life is finally given direction by an
unexpected conversation. For the next 15 years she searches for solutions to problems
that others say are her responsibility. Who is systematically manipulating and damaging
the lives of every member of her family? How are these people connected to her
grandfather and his wartime colleagues? And, most importantly, can she stop them?

More than once the progress of her investigations is interrupted by a question far more
important to her: which, if any, of the men in her life could possibly be the soul mate
she longs for? Frequently looking in the wrong direction and following false leads, it is
only when the two quests come together that Susannah finds her answers.

Runaways follows The Last Dance and Walking Alone as the third book in The
Iniquities Trilogy.

About the author: Carolyn McCrae lives in Ludlow, Shropshire with her fourth
husband, Colin and their cat, The Lodger. For 25 years she has run her own successful
business, but now looks forward to retirement.
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